Patrick Sheeran called the Aran Islands "a much-traversed erogenous zone", "a place of enchantment" hosting a "recurrent human need for romance, for magic and providential mystery" and yielding to "the necessity to ground such desires in a specific locale" (1994, 302) . Aran is a palimpsest bearing layers of representations in a myriad of forms -including literature, film, television, radio, photography, and art -that create a canon of work about or relating to Aran (Korff et al., 1994 , Ó hEithir 1991 . Tim Robinson described this canon in his review of Andrew McNeillie's An Aran Keening : "We will all just have to move up, like cormorants on a rock when another arrives with widespread wings, and, without graceless squawking and pecking, make room for a worthy addition to the canon" (2001) . In the resulting Aran canon, which is dominated by visiting authors instead of local authors, the music of the Aran Islands has been marginalized: only a handful of music collectors have visited the islands (including George Petrie and Eugene O'Curry, Fr. Eoghan Ó Gramhnaigh, Holger Pedersen, Fr. Luke Donnellan, Séamus Ennis, Jean Ritchie, Diane Hamilton, and Sidney Robertson Cowell) , there are only a few commercial releases of the music of Aran (Cowell 1957 , Ronan 1983 , Ní Mhiolláin 1989 , Comharchumann Árann 1995 , Ceol na dTonn 2001 , Ní Chonaola 2002 , 2005 , Ó Conaola 2006 , Various 2006 , and local musicians rarely travel far afield. This marginalization is surprising because both Irish traditional music and Aran itself are often cast independently of each other as entities that depict Irishness, entities that are, in fact, for many observers, exemplars of Irishness.
The marginalisation of the music of Aran has prompted some observations I would like to share here. The ultimate purpose of this article is not simply to test the veracity of the claims I am making; it is to dwell, for a time at least, on some of the questions they raise. These are questions that remind us that music is, for most of us, a sound or a "humanly organized sound" (Blacking, 1973) . We are moved by music, physically and emotionally, we feel it, we dance it, we play it, we create it; but, first and foremost, we listen to it. I would like to dwell for a moment on the uniquely visceral experience of listening and to ask: how and why, through the choices we make when we are listening, we perform notions of authenticity, musicality and identity?
The biggest factors in the marginalisation of the music of Aran are: the historically limited capabilities of portable recording technology before mainline electricity was made available in the islands; and the impracticalities of island life -including bad weather, unreliable transport links, the lack of efficient communications, and the lack of electricity. Time, tide, and technology have conspired again and again to challenge the capabilities of those who might otherwise have documented and disseminated the music of Aran. Here, however, I would like to draw attention to two other factors: the treatment of sound and the treatment of music in the Aran canon. To do this within the present confines of space, I will enlist the help of just a few authors whose works will be familiar to many who read about Aran, including John Millington Synge, Andrew McNeillie, Máirtín Ó Direáin, and some others.
An Appetite for Silence
The Aran canon is dominated by the perspective of the visitor, whose relationship with Aran and with the sights and sounds of Aran is different to that of the islander. The canon features sound and music sometimes in vivid ways (Synge 1907 , Mason 1936 , MacConghail 1988 but silence, or the absence of human sound or of humanly organised sound, is often identified as an essential, and therefore more valuable, element of Aran (Synge 1907 , Robinson 1986 , McNeillie 2001 . In 1900, John Millington Synge made this identification when he described an instance in which relative silence -certainly the absence of human sound -appeared to him to characterise life in Aran, the people there, and the experience of being there:
I have been down sitting on the pier till it was quite dark. I am only beginning to understand the nights of Inishmaan and the infl uence they have had in giving distinction to these men who do most of their work after nightfall.
I could hear nothing but a few curlews and other wild-fowl whistling and shrieking in the seaweed, and the low rustling of the waves. It was one of the dark sultry nights peculiar to September, with no light anywhere except the phosphorescence of the sea, and an occasional rift in the clouds that showed the stars behind them.
Th e sense of solitude was immense. I could not see or realize my own body, and I seemed to exist merely in my perception of the waves and of the crying birds, and of the smell of seaweed.
When I tried to come home I lost myself among the sandhills, and the night seemed to grow unutterably cold and dejected, as I groped among slimy masses of seaweed and wet crumbling walls.
After a while I heard a movement in the sand, and two grey shadows appeared beside me. Th ey were two men who were going home from fi shing. I spoke to them and knew their voices, and we went home together (1907, 82) .
Andrew McNeillie had a similarly disorienting experience in Aran in 1969, one that helped him to define the place in which he had located himself and his relationship with it in terms of sound and silence; he wrote:
Th e island's winter storm-wakes sometimes brought fog, and then solitude seemed to intensify in the attendant muffl ed silence that amplifi ed the crash and back-roar of the sea. You heard the sea as clear as crystal but heard much more the silence that enveloped it and enveloped you. Enormous silence carried you on straining ears, stumbling at the end of the world, listening for landfall, dreaming of the tolling bell. It was like the end of the world when fog came down. Your mind becalmed seemed to creak and echo hollowly under its oppression (2001, 87) .
Some visitors express a desire for silence in Aran: in The Aran Islands , for example, Synge sometimes distances himself from human sounds, including music, by hearing them as a distant sound (107, 26) or through the floor of his upstairs room (1907, 136) ; and, in An Aran Keening , McNeillie walks circuitously towards the less densely populated western end of Árainn, 'bypassing' villages because he "craved the empty seaborne world as if it were a heaven" (2001, 103) . McNeillie is, in fact, one of many visitors whose search for silence is what has brought them to Aran; his ascetic reason for coming to Aran in 1969 was to draw "as near to matter as I might, to the stones and the weather" (2001, 103):
What was I doing there? It sometimes needed to be asked. Ostensibly I had come to see what it was like and how the people lived upon the island, not in the easy tourist season but at the worst time of the year. I'd come for more obscure reasons too, to put the world behind me and the glib hot-air talk of educated work, to test myself against solitude and hardship. I had not come believing I might stay forever, though now and then I wondered how I might contrive to (2001, 99) .
By locating in Aran their desires for silence, for peace and, ultimately, for escape from the noise of more densely populated and urban places, these visitors have disassociated Aran from noise and from sound. They associate the islands, instead, with silence, with quietness, or with the absence of human sound. A wellknown example of this association of Aran with silence as escape and relief is the dream sequence from The Aran Islands (1907, (54) (55) , in which Synge awakens from a tumultuous, noisy, music-filled dream to find respite in the silence of Aran:
At last with a moment of uncontrollable frenzy I broke back to consciousness and awoke. I dragged myself trembling to the window of the cottage and looked out. Th e moon was glittering across the bay, and there was no sound anywhere on the island (1907, 55 ).
An Appetite for Spectacle
The presence or absence of sound in Aran is clearly an important element in the conceptualization and the realization of the place, but it is the tangible and visible aspects of life there -which, by their physicality, become images of Aran -that are valued most in the Aran canon. Indeed, in photography, in film, and even in literature, images dominate sound in the Aran canon (Synge 1907 , Flaherty 1934 , Bill Doyle 1999 , Colman Doyle 2004 . The canon reveals that many visitors seek spectacle in Aran. Although its material culture -including currachs and woollen jumpers -is equally iconic, it is the natural environment of Aran in particular -the visually striking physical landscape -that attracts the most attention. Some of the works produced thus far in the twenty-first century, including An Aran Keening by McNeillie (2001) and Window on Aran by Seán Spellissey (2003) , demonstrate how Aran has become what Orvar Löfgren termed a "landscape of consumption" (cited in Ó Giolláin 2000, 77) .
We can gain some insight into this concept, its nature and its implications, by looking for a moment at another landscape of consumption, Yosemite National Park in California, which inspires rhetoric that echoes that of the Aran canon. Simon Schama describes the "hallowing visitations" to Yosemite by preachers, photographers, artists, and writers who created "the holy park of the West; the site of a new birth; a redemption for the national agony; an American re-creation" (1995, 7) -visitors who contributed to an image of Yosemite that is typically unpeopled and, consequently, silent: "we still imagine Yosemite … with no trace of human presence" (1995, 7) . The beauty of the place cultivated a longing for the mystery of an untouched wilderness and the institution of a national park in the valley in 1890 eventually legislated for that understanding of the place. The archdiocese of sacred wilderness created a new cathedral, a spiritual refuge that resonates with heavenly silence and from which sound, profane and earth-bound -human sound in particular -is banished. This cathedral proffers a peaceful solace that is located, fixed, preserved yet accessible, quiet, and still. Interestingly, if not paradoxically, this vision of the valley was criticized in 1992 by Ansel Adams, the famous photographer who immortalized Yosemite, in a letter he wrote in 1956 to David Brower of the Sierra Club:
Th e wilderness is not wilderness unless it is reasonably pure: unfortunately, in order to keep it pure we have to occupy it (even in a negative sense). I fear a lot of the wilderness reaction is one of specifi c personal escapism -but we really do not escape from the realities of life and civilization. We enjoy the wilderness because of the advantages of civilization (Adams 1992: 117) .
Adams recognized the tension between the sacred, mute vision of the American West and the hurtful historical truth of the Ahwahneechee, those Native Americans who were driven from Yosemite by the Gold Rush and are since dispossessed, those who have endured the real and negative impact of the vision. Adams also recognized where control of the vision and of the place itself still lies. Of course, the history of Aran is nowhere near as bloody as that of Yosemite, but the tension that Adams observes exists in both places.
Both of these landscapes -Yosemite and Aran -inspire and feed an appetite for spectacle and silence that ultimately marginalises sound and music in the Aran canon 1 . For islanders, however, music is a vital part of life, performed and experienced in times of joy and in times of sorrow, as this local saying indicates: "Gaibhtear fonn le fonn agus fonn le mífhonn" [Songs are sung in joy and songs are sung in sorrow] (T. O 'Flaherty 1934, 131) . Islanders value music more than silence. This is well illustrated in the poem "Árainn 1947" by Máirtín Ó Direáin, which appears in Appendix I (Ó Direáin 1984b, 16; Ó hEithir 1991, 162-163) . In it, he describes a dreadful encounter with silence. On a return visit to his island home, Ó Direáin misses hearing whistling or a song that would have been used to pass the time, to ease a journey, to lighten the mood, or to express oneself. The structure of the poem highlights the dichotomy between sound and silence. Each verse begins with a short, evocative description of sound, each an announcement or fanfare (the translations are my own): "Feadaíl san oíche", "Amhrán aerach", and "Liú áthais ná aitis" -"Whistling at night", "A lively song", "A cry of joy or excitement" -and each verse finishes with the same refrain, a contrasting and echoing evocation of deafening silence, absence, and loss: "An tráth seo thiar/ 
The Silencing of Music
This dynamic between sound and silence in the Aran canon suggests the other factor that contributes to the marginalisation of music in Aran; that is, the silencing of music. To explain this factor, I draw here on the theory presented by Jacques Attali in his book Bruits: essai sur l'économie politique de la musique , wherein he argues that music is a herald of change: " Elle annonce, car elle est prophétique " (1977, 8) . In the Aran canon, the heraldic power of music is muted by the majority of contributors. Two contrasting reports on the music performed in Inis Meáin in the autumn of 1889 illustrate how this occurs; the reports were written by the German linguist Kuno Meyer and the Irish-language enthusiast Fr. Eoghan Ó Gramhnaigh who both happened to be holidaying there to improve their Irish. In a letter to his friend Whitley Stokes, Meyer indicates how modernity, he believes, has changed the local song repertoire; his Romantic understanding of modernity in Aran as constituting that which belongs to the world beyond Aran (the evidence of which includes commercialism and mass communication) -an understanding he shares with Ó Gramhnaigh -is typical:
I wish we could write down the tunes they sing here. But neither my sister [Antonie] or I are able to do it. I am afraid they are not as numerous now as they were when you were here [in 1857]. Too many modern songs have come in and crowded them out 2 .
Ó Gramhnaigh shares Meyer's regret at the loss of Irish-language songs in Inis Meáin but he feels a need to temper his regret with the hope that the integrity of the local song tradition is still intact: "Is dócha gur cailleadh cuid de na h-abhrá- naibh so ó shoin, acht tá cuid mhór le fagháil fós, go mór-mhór aig na mnáibh" [It is likely that most of these songs were lost since, but there are many still to be found, especially with the women.] (Ó Gramhnaigh 1889 (Ó Gramhnaigh -1890 . At no point does Ó Gramhnaigh describe an influx of "modern songs" -meaning English-language songs -as Meyer does, for to do so would undermine the idyll of unadulterated Gaelic Inis Meáin, which was then growing in reputation year by year and which Ó Gramhnaigh held in the highest regard:
Do bhidheas in Árainn trí h-uaire. Bhí aithmheula orm, air imtheacht dam, gach uile uair. Aig an nGaedhilge, aig an aer úr, folláin, aig na daoinibh cáirdeamhail, bhidheadh an lá lán d'aoibhneas ó ghlasadh na maidne go ceo na h-oidhche. Gheobhaidh tú fáilte a's sláinte, na fi r is laghaighe, an Ghaedhilge is feárr, ins na h-oileánaibh. Bidhim-se féin ag breathnughadh romham, agus is fada liom go rachfad ann air cuairt arís. 'San am romhainn, is dócha go d-tiocfaidh biseach saoghalta air Árainn; nach m-beidh sí chomh bochtuighthe agus chidhmid anois í; acht go g-congbhuighidh a daoine go deo an intinn agus an t-anam glé, simplidhe, an croidhe cáirdeamhail, teith, atá aca andiu (Ó Gramhnaigh 1889-1890, 55).
I was in Aran three times. I was sorry each time I left. With the Irish [language], with the fresh, healthy air, with the friendly people, the day was full of delight from the dawning of morning to the dimming of night. You will get a welcome and good health, the gentlest of men, the best of Irish [language], in the islands. I myself look ahead, and I long to visit there again. One supposes that, in the future, Aran will improve materially and will not be so impoverished as is now evident; but may its people always retain the intellect, the clear simple soul, the warm kind heart that is theirs today.
He tacitly acknowledges that modernity will bring further changes to Inis Meáin but he does not even infer the assimilation of English songs and other musics that he must have known would inevitably occur if he had not already witnessed it: "Má leanann an saoghal do'n lorg air a bhfuil sé anois, ní mhairfidh na hionmhusa so i bh-fad -gach uile lá tá na seandaoine aig a bh-fuil siad ag fághail bháis, agus muna m-bailimid na sgeulta, na habhráin, na sean-ráidhte, na paidreacha, etc., go tráthamhail, beidh siad air iarraidh gan mhoill" [If life follows the path it is on now, this wealth won't last -every day the old people, who have this wealth, are dying, and if the stories, songs, old sayings, prayers, etc., are not collected in time, they will soon be lost] 3 . With the exception of his proposal that 'good English-language songs' ought to be translated into Irish to bolster the local song repertoire, Ó Gramhnaigh writes about local traditions, including music, in terms of loss and not gain 4 . Therefore, we see that both reports align themselves with the contemporary and commonly-held negative attitude to modernisation in Aran, but that one of them effectively silences the music that heralds change.
It seems that Ó Gramhnaigh's conservatism not only encouraged him to censor the music he heard in Aran; it appears also to have led him to alter the text of one of the songs he collected there. The song A Bhean an Tighe na Páirte , which he collected in September 1889 and published in May 1890, was probably known in Inis Meáin by its more common and part-English title, A Landlady na Páirte [Dear Landlady] 5 . Assuming that he did, indeed, translate the title and the first line of the song, then Ó Gramhnaigh admitted his acceptance of the power of music to herald change. He also revealed his concern for the integrity of local culture in Aran, which was -he and his contemporaries and compatriots, the Gaelic Revivalists, believed -under threat from the encroachment of modern, English-speaking culture. At a deeper level lay their collective concern for the popular conception of Aran as a storehouse or stronghold of native Irish culture and, therefore, of Ireland itself. For the sake of the future of native Irish culture, Ó Gramhnaigh and his compatriots believed that both the existence of that culture in Aran and the concept of Aran as the protector of that culture were imperative; as Breandán and Ruairí Ó hEithir observed: "The Aran Islands became an outpost of Irish tradition, a simple, primitive place embodying all that was good of Irish culture and language, a place to be revered and preserved. This picture, of course, owed much to the personal views and motives of those who painted it" (Ó hEithir 1991, 61) . By censoring and, in all probability, altering his representations of the music of Aran, Ó Gramhnaigh acted in the hope that Aran would be saved from becoming yet another sepulchre of Gaelic Ireland. Ó Gramhnaigh's efforts to temper his observations of music in Inis Meáin between 1885 and 1889 suggest that the general lack of focus on music in Aran may very well be the result of a focus away from music in Aran because of the ability of music to undermine the integrity of the image of Aran as a storehouse of tradition, culture, and language. There is at least one instance where a contributor recognised the subversive power of music to herald change and chose to exploit it. Unlike his nationalist contemporaries, whose accounts of song in Aran , in The Aran Islands , Synge is keen not only to give evidence of English songs in Aran but also to highlight that music, more than other elements of local culture, is a herald of the change that is coming to Aran, the change towards increasing bilingualism and modernisation, as witnessed in Árainn -"in general, I was surprised at the abundance and fluency of the foreign tongue" (1907, 6) -and in Inis Meáin -"as these men are bilingual they have a fair notion of what it means to speak and think in many different idioms " (1907: 15) . In Inis Oírr in 1901, he wrote: "I am in the south island again, and I have come upon some old men with a wonderful variety of stories and songs, the last, fairly often, both in English and Irish" (1907, 118) . Among the songs Synge collected in Aran, there is at least one song in English entitled The White Horse , which he described as "an extraordinary English doggerel rhyme" (1907, 120) : "Grotesque as this long rhyme appears, it has, as I said, a sort of existence when it is crooned by the old man at his fireside, and it has great fame in the island" (1907, 122) . However, instances such as this are so rare as to render them ineffectual in the wider discourse on music in Aran, which, it appears, favoured silence on the elements of musical life in Aran that were antithetical to, and thus had the power to undermine, the celebrated ideal is not yet known whether or not the fi lm survives so, for now, this subversive eff ort continues to be muted. 8. In his edition of Scéalta Mháirtín Neile (1994), a collection of stories collected in Árainn by Holger Pedersen over a period of nearly four and a half months from 1895 to 1896, Ole Munch-Pedersen neglected to include the songs that Pedersen transcribed from Marcuisín Mhicil Siúinéara Ó Flaithbheartaigh and others because he did not consider them to be authoritative versions. He was afraid that the inclusion of these songs alongside the better-quality stories would compromise the integrity of the collection of stories. It is important, however, to I present here four other instances of such marginalisation as they occur in the work of different contributors who were commentators and collectors of music. The first two examples comment directly on music and the last two examples feature indirect comment.
(1) In 1945, Séamus Ennis chose not to transcribe an Irish-language song he heard in Inis Meáin because he believed it was a local translation from an English original brought to the island by visitors: "ní mé beó anois céard é fhéin, mar níorbh" fhiú liom cuimhne a choinneáil air' [I have no idea now what it was, because I could not be bothered to remember it] (NFC 1297: 63-4).
(2) While the American ethnographer Sidney Robertson Cowell (1903-95) was busy collecting the "Songs of Aran" during her 1955 visit to Árainn (Cowell 1957) , she omitted locally-composed songs in Irish -including Amhrán an Chogaidh [The War Song] by Sr Benan alias Mary Sheáinín Aindí Ní Ghoill (d.1994) from Sruthán, Árainn -because they were offered by a singer whose operatic tone sounded untraditional to her ears:
Mrs. Kate Faherty, Schrawn, Aran, sings another song I did not want! About the war and the bombs falling (to an old tune) text by her sister who is a nun at St. Louis (in Ireland) [the St Louis order], and must not be mentioned. I did successfully evade another song by a priest, a eulogy, lament on his own loneliness written upon the death of his brother priest on Aran (I probably missed something!) (Cowell 1955). (3) In 1952, the American folk musician Jane Ritchie (1922-) decided not to bring her recording machine to Aran; instead, her photographer husband George Pickow (1922-2010) took over 300 photographs there for a photo-journal article that would earn them some additional funds to support their year-long tour of Ireland and Britain. When I visited them in Long Island, New York, in 2001, they explained to me that it was probably the lack of electricity that had dissuaded them from bringing the apparatus with them. However, it is worth noting here that they used batteries in the other locations where they recorded in Ireland, so there is still some ambiguity about their motives for not bringing the machine to Aran.
(4) Finally, whilst in Árainn in 1932-3, the American director Robert Flaherty (1884-1952) filmed a local wedding; my grandmother Máire Gill (1913 Gill ( -1999 recalled watching the rushes being projected on the white wall of the house in which she cooked for Flaherty and his family. Though it surely depicted music and dance, the footage was not included in Flaherty's Man of Aran . Clearly, he temper this judgment with two points: the scope of Munch-Pedersen's book was limited by questions of time and space and he was, therefore, prevented from considering the ways in which Pedersen's collection of songs heralded the changes that modernity was bringing to Aran; and he was simply more interested in the stories than in the songs (In conversation with the author, 29 August 2009).
wanted to protect the ascetic image he was creating for the silver screen from any dilution. Indeed, on his one and only return visit to Aran in September 1949, Flaherty burned some reels of outtake footage that he found in the attic of the Man of Aran cottage (Hay 1949, 23) , but not all of them (Stoney 1978) , a fact that speaks doubly to the question of representation.
Conclusion
In conclusion, what these examples I have given demonstrate is that the representation of music depends very much on the commentator's relationship, not only with the music itself, but also with the place and with the people to which it belongs; that music and place are inextricably linked. The examples demonstrate how notions of what is authentic to the sonic world of Aran have affected the representation of the music of Aran and of the musicality of Aran, as well as the representation of Aran itself. They remind us to listen as well as look at the world around us as we endeavour to make sense of it. Sound and silence, or the absence of sound, are clearly very important in representations of Irishness. This fact needs to inform studies of Irish music and studies of traditional music in particular because it is, of all our musics, the one most closely allied to our landscape and to our identity. It is clear that, for Irish studies, music can certainly be a valuable historical source -its ability to be subversive means it can be wonderfully revealing -but it may also hold the answers to some of our questions about what it means to be Irish.
